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Abstract—The strict requirements on the timing correctness
biased the modeling and analysis of real-time systems towards
the worst-case performances. Such focus on the worst-case,
however, does not provide enough information to effectively steer
the resource/energy optimization. In this paper, we integrate a
probabilistic-based energy prediction strategy with the precise
scheduling of mixed-criticality tasks, where the timing correct-
ness must be met for all tasks at all scenarios. The Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is applied to this precise
scheduling policy to enable energy minimization. We propose a
probabilistic technique to derive an energy-efficient speed (for the
processor) that minimizes the average energy consumption, while
guaranteeing the (worst-case) timing correctness for all tasks,
including lo-criticality ones, under any execution condition. We
present a response time analysis for such systems under the non-
preemptive fixed-priority scheduling policy. Finally, we conduct
an extensive simulation campaign based on randomly generated
task sets to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm (w.r.t. energy
savings) and it reports up to 46% energy-saving.

∗ These authors contributed equally to this work.
∗∗ Corresponding author.

I. Introduction
Many embedded systems have hard real-time constraints

that must be satisfied to guarantee the correctness of the system
behavior. Missing a time deadline is, in fact, typically consid-
ered as a system failure. To ensure the timing correctness of
a system, a schedulability test is performed to verify that no
task misses any deadline under any condition. The task models
are usually characterized by the arrival pattern, (periodic,
sporadic, or aperiodic, etc.,) the deadline, and the execution
time. In particular, most of the state of the art schedulability
analysis considered that a task can execute up to its Worst-Case
Execution Time (WCET). During the real execution, however,
a task rarely needs to execute up to its WCET [48]. For a large
class of real-life applications, WCET based schedulability
analysis is often proved to be very pessimistic [35], as the
task execution pattern may show great variability (w.r.t. time).
Consequently, designing a system with the assumption that
a task will execute up to its WCET, may lead to system
over-provisioning, low utilization, high costs, and excessive
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power/energy consumption [38]. This is in contrast with the
requirement of improving performance while maintaining the
non-functional property at an acceptable level.

To efficiently utilize the non-negligible gap between the
WCET and the actual execution time, and to minimize energy
consumption, resource over-provisioning, and cost, the Mixed-
Criticality (MC) framework [50] received attention from a
wide community. In an MC setup, different software com-
ponents with different criticality levels are integrated into a
common platform. To each task, a criticality level is assigned
together with multiple execution time thresholds (at differ-
ent certification/pessimism levels), as described by Vestal’s
seminal paper [50]. This value is inspired by the industry
standards for safety-critical systems: for instance, the DO-
178C avionic software standard [47] sets 5 levels of criticality:
{A, B,C,D, E}, where A is the criticality level referring to
functions that may cause catastrophic failures, while at level E,
to functions that do not affect safety. In real-time computing,
this value is interpreted as the level of assurance of the WCET.
To illustrate this concept, let us consider a dual-criticality
system, where the tasks are classified in lo-criticality and
hi-criticality. The tasks belonging to the latter category have
two values for the WCET: where one value is pessimistic, but
safe, while the other value is computed with an analysis that
provides a lower level of assurance, and hence less pessimistic.
In this case, the less pessimistic value may not correctly
(over-)estimate the real WCET. Consequently, the execution
time of a task may overrun this value. When this condition
happens, i.e., the overrun, we say that a mode switch occurs.

Existing MC task-set scheduling strategies aimed at: (i)
correctly scheduling all the tasks when the system exhibits
less pessimistic behaviors (in this case, the system is said to
be in lo-criticality mode), and, (ii) correctly scheduling the
more important (hi-criticality) tasks under more pessimistic
behaviors, while no scheduling guarantee is given to the less
important (lo-criticality) tasks (in this case, the system is said
to be in hi-criticality mode). The system starts running in
lo-criticality mode by scheduling the tasks under optimistic
assumptions. When a hi-criticality task violates its assigned
execution time threshold, the system switches to the hi-
criticality mode, i.e., mode switch, and it drops all the lo-
criticality tasks to guarantee the deadlines of hi-criticality
tasks. However, discarding (or providing degraded services) to
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the lo-criticality tasks may result in severe performance loss
and it violates the task independence requirements for safety-
critical systems [21]. A recent work by Bhuiyan et al. [13]
handled the precise scheduling of MC systems, where full
service is provided to all tasks under both the pessimistic
and optimistic assumptions. They incorporated the dynamic
voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) scheme to the precise
scheduling strategy and derived the energy-aware CPU speed
to execute in normal mode. However, the optimized energy
consumption is in accordance to the worst-case behaviors
under the normal mode. The energy consumption should be
optimized for the average/expected scenarios instead, and the
existing MC task model (with multiple WCETs) does not
provide sufficient information to perform such optimization.
Probabilistic Approaches. Probabilistic real-time approaches
have been proposed in the last two decades to overcome the
problem of the WCET estimation for modern platforms [18],
[46]. Most of these approaches are based on the estimation of
the distribution tail by exploiting the Extreme Value Theory,
a statistical theory to model the probability of extreme events,
that in the real-time case it is used for the WCET of the
tasks. Unfortunately, the theory is still immature and several
challenges yet to be addressed before considering its results
reliable [31], [43], [45]. Hence, in this work, we propose to
exploit the probabilistic information not to directly estimate
the WCET for scheduling analysis purposes, but to use them
for the optimization of the system energy consumption. Differ-
ently from previous probabilistic energy approaches [42], the
focus of this work is the satisfaction of real-time requirements
with a deterministic approach and on top of that, exploiting
the probabilistic information to minimize the expected energy
consumption of the system.
Our Contribution. Existing works aimed at minimizing en-
ergy consumption at lo-criticality mode, but considered a
pessimistic assumption that all the tasks execute up to their
WCET, at their respective criticality levels [13]. Since a task
rarely needs to execute up to its WCET, we integrate the
probabilistic based prediction strategy and the DVFS scheme
to the precise scheduling of MC tasks. To our knowledge, this
is the first work that considers the probabilistic information
to minimize energy consumption in an MC platform. The key
contributions of this paper are:
• We propose an energy-aware scheduling strategy that

selects the proper (optimistic) WCETs for tasks and the
processor speeds under both (lo- and hi-criticality) modes
to minimize the overall average energy consumption.
This optimization is performed via a novel probabilistic
analysis of the execution time, coupled with a dedi-
cated response time analysis which guarantees the timing
correctness of all tasks under both the pessimistic and
optimistic assumptions.

• A variant of an existing MC non-preemptive fixed-priority
uniprocessor scheduling policy is proposed to integrate
the speed changing between different modes and to re-
move the undesirable dropping of lo-criticality tasks.

• Based on a randomly generated task sets, we conduct
extensive simulation studies which supports the effective-
ness of our algorithm (w.r.t. energy consumption).
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Fig. 1: The diagram of the speed-change mechanism during
mode transition to hi-criticality and the switch back to lo-
criticality mode after idle.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the task model with a solution overview.
Section III provides a response time analysis of our algorithm.
Section IV discusses the technique to reduce the average
energy consumption. In Section V and in Section VI, we
discuss the simulation results and the related works. Section
VII concludes this paper with some potential future directions.

II. Problem Formulation and Proposed Solution
A. System Model

We consider a task-set τ = {τ1, τ2 · · · τn}, running on an
uniprocesssor, where each task τi ∈ τ is an implicit deadline
periodic task, i.e., task deadline equals its period. Each task
τi ∈ τ generates an unbounded number of jobs τi, j, where j can
be an arbitrarily large number with j ≥ 1. We represent τi by a
5-tuple {Ti,Cloi ,C

hi
i , pETi, Li}, where Ti is the inter-arrival time

between two subsequent jobs of τi, Cloi and Chii respectively
denote the lo and hi-criticality Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET) of τi, pETi the probabilistic profile as described later
in Subsection II-B, and Li is the criticality level, where Li ∈

{lo, hi}. We also define, for convenience of the subsequent
notation, the two complementary subsets τlo = {τi ∈ τ : Li =

lo} and τhi = {τi ∈ τ : Li = hi}.
The proposed approach works with non-preemptive fixed-

priority schedulers. The necessity of this restriction on
scheduling will be detailed later in the paper, while the
extension to dynamic priority schedulers is left as future work.
The scheduling decisions repeat over time and the size of this
time interval is called hyperperiod. The hyperperiod H can be
computed as the Least Common Multiple of the tasks’ period:
H = LCM(T1,T2, ...,Tn).

The system is assumed to be equipped by some sort of
power/energy control techniques of the hardware, such as the
DVFS. To simplify the theoretical analysis, we normalize the
system speed such that it is assumed that the system executes
all jobs at speed shi ∈ (0, 1] under hi-criticality mode, while
slo ∈ (0, 1] denotes the system speed under lo-criticality mode.
Note that the WCET and the probabilistic information of the
task model always refers to speed-1 condition, and they can
be considered the amount of work to be executed. Given the
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WCET Ci of the i-th task, the actual execution time in the
system becomes Ci

s for under executing speed of s. The period
(and the deadline) does not scale according to s and they
remain fixed. Since, in our strategy, the speed can change
only once per job execution, any overhead to change the
DVFS setting is assumed included in the WCET and negligible
with respect to the probabilistic execution time. The energy
consumed by the job of a task depends on s as well as the
actual execution time of the job. We use the symbol ε(x, s) to
indicate the energy function that relates the execution time x
and the speed s to the energy consumption. Such function is
hardware dependent and can be arbitrary: the analysis of the
following sections works with any energy model, including
nonlinear formulations for ε(x, s).
Mode Switch Mechanism and Correctness Requirements.
Most of the existing papers on MC systems adopt the system
mode switch effect (refer to Section VI), i.e., dropping lo-
criticality tasks when a hi-criticality task overruns its Cloi .
Instead, we adopted the speed-change mechanism, so that
each task τi (including lo-criticality ones) is guaranteed to
be executed under any condition. The system mode switch to
hi-criticality causes an increase of the processor frequency to
guarantee that all jobs are correctly schedule. The proposed
approach is depicted in Figure 1. Resource/Energy efficiency
is achieved in lo-criticality mode by optimizing the trade-off

between the minimum system speed and probability of mode-
switch. Let slo (and shi) denote the processor speed when
the system is in lo-criticality (and hi-criticality, respectively)
mode. Same as the classical MC setting, the system switches
its mode to hi when a hi-criticality task overruns its Cloi .
During the hi-criticality mode, the processor runs at high
frequency shi in order to be able to schedule all the jobs even
in the most pessimistic assumptions. The system reverts to lo-
criticality at the end of each hyperperiod, or when the system
is idle, whichever comes earlier. The values of slo, shi, and
Cloi depend on the schedulability of the task set and they
impact the system energy consumption. For this reason, the
goal of our approach is to select such parameters so that the
energy is minimized, according to probabilistic information,
while guaranteeing the schedulability of the whole task-set
according to deterministic WCET.

B. Probabilistic Model

The probabilistic profile of the execution time of a task τi is
identified by the symbol pETi and it is a 3× k matrix defined
as follows:

pETi =

 e1 e2 · · · ek

fi(e1) fi(e2) · · · fi(ek)
Fi(e1) Fi(e2) · · · Fi(ek)

 (1)

where e1, e2, ..., ek are execution time values, f (·) is the proba-
bilistic mass function (PMF), and F(·) the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF). Even if the last two rows are redundant
(PMF from the CDF is computable and vice versa), this
simplifies the notation in the subsequent sections. The inverse
CDF (ICDF) is also defined as F−1(p) := {ei : F(ei) = p}.

Example 1. Let consider the following execution profile:

pET1 =

 5 7 12 19 20
0.10 0.60 0.25 0.04 0.01
0.10 0.70 0.95 0.99 1


It represents the statistical distribution of the execution time
of the task τ1. The probability that a task requires 5 unit
of execution time is 0.1, for 7 unit of execution time case
the probability is 0.6 and so on. The last row represents the
CDF, for example the probability that the execution time is
less or equal to 12 is 0.95. The ICDF in this case would be
F−1(0.95) = 12. �

In this paper, we considered the probabilistic profile, and
the related statistical functions, as discrete. This assumption
is in common with most of the other papers on probabilistic
approaches [18], since the time is discrete when used to
measure the execution time, e.g. as the number of clock cycles.
The exact distribution of the task execution time is often
unknown and hard to be computed statically. To estimate the fi
and Fi of the tasks, an experimental campaign must be carried
out to directly measure the execution time of the task. Since,
in this paper, we are not interested in the probabilistic-WCET,
but on the full probabilistic profile of the execution time, the
Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) method
is used. This method enables to estimate the values Fi takes
by directly measuring n-samples of the execution time:

Fi(x) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

1xi<x

where 1xi<x is the indicator function1 and x1, x2, ..., xn is the
set of measured execution time samples. From the CDF it
is possible to compute the PMF fi(x) by the subsequent
differences of the CDF: fi(x) = F(x) − F(x − 1). To obtain a
precise estimation of the probabilistic profile, the task should
experience as much as possible execution conditions during
the measurements, i.e. inputs and states. The precision of
the ECDF estimation is derived from the Dvoretzky-Kiefer-
Wolfowitz inequality [19]: ε =

√(
log

(
2
c

))
/(2n), where c is an

arbitrary low confidence. For example, if n = 10000 samples
are acquired, with a confidence of c = 10−6 the maximum
absolute error on the CDF is lower than ε ≤ 0.02. More
sophisticated statistical techniques can obtained better results
with a smaller number of samples, but this analysis would be
out of scope with respect to this paper goals. It is important to
remark that this probabilistic information is used in this work
only for the optimization of the energy and it does not impact
the schedulability analysis. Consequently, inaccuracies in the
probabilistic execution time estimations [44] affect only the
optimality with respect to the energy consumption and it does
not affect the satisfaction of the real-time constraints.
WCET in lo-criticality mode. In most of traditional MC
works, the value of WCET in lo-criticality mode, i.e. Cloi ,
is assumed to be given or empirically selected according
to a defined percentage of the hi-criticality WCET. In this

1The indicator function 1A has value 1 if the condition A is respected,
otherwise 0.
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Fig. 2: The overview of the proposed approach, with a focus
on the optimization algorithms.

work, instead, we compute the Cloi so that it minimizes the
energy consumption2. In fact, there is a trade-off between the
probability to switch to hi-criticality mode and the minimum
achievable speed in lo-criticality mode. Large values for Cloi
would delay the activation of the hi-criticality mode, thus
reducing probability of this event to happen, but it requires
to increase the minimum speed in lo-criticality mode in order
to guarantee the schedulability. While, a small value for Cloi
would decrease the minimum speed in lo-criticality mode, but
increases the chances of a mode-switch and, if it happens too
frequently, it may produce the opposite effect of increasing
the energy consumption. The approach to select Cloi in this
work is based on the probabilistic profile, and in particular,
by exploiting the ICDF: a value plo→hi, that represents the
probability per job to switch from lo-criticality to hi-criticality,
is selected according to the optimization problem and used to
compute the WCET with the ICDF:

Cloi = F−1
i (plo→hi) (2)

C. Solution Overview

The flow of the approach proposed in this paper to solve the
previously defined problem is outlined in Figure 2. Note that,
real-time task scheduling requires a strict timing guarantee.
To ensure that the WCET prediction does not compromise
the system schedulability, we propose an approach composed
of two optimization algorithms that contribute to obtaining the
schedule that requires a minimum average energy consumption
while guaranteeing that no task will miss the deadline. The
probabilistic information is used only for the energy minimiza-
tion and not for the schedulability test. Our schedulability test

2Although the calculation under such a purpose would technically lead to
execution thresholds that have nothing to do with ’worst-case’, we nevertheless
still follow the traditional MC work in the real-time and embedded systems
community by calling them WCET under the lo-criticality mode.

remains safe by using the deterministic WCET, i.e., as far as
the worst-case estimations are trustworthy, our solution will
guarantee worst-case correctness.

(1) The outer optimization that selects the WCET of the
task in lo-criticality mode, i.e. Cloi , by choosing the best value
for mode switch probability plo→hi that leads to the minimum
average energy. This goal can be formally written with the
following optimization problem:

min
plo→hi

E[ε(x, slo)] (3)

where E[·] is the expected value operator over the execution
time x and slo is computed by the inner optimization algorithm
from plo→hi. This part is majorly described in Section IV.

(2) The inner optimization chooses the minimal slo, which
ensures the task set to be schedulable according to the response
time analysis proposed in Section III, with the Cloi thresholds
computed from plo→hi according to Equation (2). Once we
compute slo and generate an output schedule, the energy esti-
mation procedure takes this schedule as input. This computes,
thanks to the probabilistic information, the average energy,
which is, in turn, used in the outer optimization algorithm.

Finally, the optimal values for slo and plo→hi are computed,
together with the optimal schedule, with respect to the average
energy minimization, to be applied online.

III. Response Time Analysis
In this section, we discuss the existing response time

analysis (RTA) for a non-preemptive FP scheduler for both
the non-MC and the MC tasks (Subsection III-A). Then, in
Subsection III-B, we propose the RTA for our algorithm.

A. Existing RTA for Non-MC and MC Tasks

Two state-of-the-art works [3], [39] proposed an RTA of
non-preemptive FP scheduling, but under settings that are
different from this paper’s focus. We will report the main
results in the form of equations to make it easier to follow
the subsequent RTA for our problem.

First, we describe some commonly used notations in most
FP scheduling analysis work: Let hep(i) (or hp(i)) denotes the
set of tasks with higher or equal (or higher only) priority than
τi. Similarly, lep(i) (or lp(i)) denotes the set of tasks with
lower or equal (or lower only) priority than τi.

Considering the non-preemptive FP scheduling for the non-
MC tasks, Mohan et al. [39] calculated the Worst-Case Re-
sponse Time (WCRT) Ri of task τi as follows:

Ri = Bi + Ci +
∑

τ j∈hep(i)

N j ×C j

Here, Bi is the maximum duration that τi can be blocked by
lower priority tasks and N j is the total number of interfering
jobs of τ j ∈ hep(i), defined as:

Bi = max
τk∈lp(i)

Ck − 1, and N j =

⌊
Ri −Ci

T j
+ 1

⌋
(4)

Before moving further into the details, let us introduce the
same notations but for the MC case: lpχ(i) (or hpχ(i), lepχ(i),
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hepχ(i), respectively) denote the set of χ-criticality tasks with
lower (or higher only, lower or equal, lower or equal) priority
than τi, where χ ∈ {lo, hi} and other notations carry their
usual meaning. We also use Bχi , Cχ

i and Nχ
j to denote the

maximum blocking time, execution time, and the total number
of interfering jobs (τ j ∈ hep(i)) of task τi at χ-criticality mode,
respectively.

Baek et al. [3] extended the analysis above to MC task
model by considering the adaptive MC (AMC) scheme [4],
and derived WCRTs for the following three cases separately:
Case 1. WCRT at lo-criticality mode for any task τi is
calculated as:

Rloi = Bloi + Cloi +
∑

τ j∈hep(i)

Nloj ×Cloj , where (5)

Bloi = max
τk∈lp(i)

Clok − 1, Nloj =

⌊
Rloi −Cloi

T j
+ 1

⌋
Case 2. WCRT at hi-criticality mode for any hi-criticality

task τi is calculated as:

Rhii = Bhii + Chii +
∑

τ j∈hephi(i)

Nhij ×Chij , where (6)

Bhii = max
τk∈lphi(i)

Chik − 1, Nhij =

⌊
Rhii −Chii

T j
+ 1

⌋
Case 3. WCRT during mode switch of a job released by task
τi (at lo-criticality mode but finished at hi-criticality mode) is
calculated as:

RTR
i = BTR

i +Chii +
∑

τ j∈heplo(i)

Nloj ×Cloj +
∑

τ j∈hephi(i)

Nhij ×Chij , where

(7)

BTR
i = max

(
max

τk∈lplo(i)
Clok , max

τk∈lphi(i)
Chik

)
− 1

Nloj =

⌊
Rloi −Cloi

T j
+ 1

⌋
Nhij =

⌊
RTR

i −Chii
T j

+ 1
⌋

For any hi-criticality task τi ∈ τhi, regardless of a mode-
switch, WCRT is upper bounded by RTR

i . Hence, under
the AMC scheme, the following conditions determine the
schedulability of a task-set τ: (i) ∀τi∈τlo ,R

lo
i ≤ Di, and (ii)

∀τi∈τhi ,R
TR
i ≤ Di.

B. RTA of Our Algorithm

In this subsection, we describe the RTA for our scheduling
algorithm, which considers the following assumption:
Assumption: We assume that the WCET and the processor
speed has a linear relationship [13], i.e., if τi starts executing
on a processor (with Cloi ) with a degraded speed slo, it will
take Cloi /slo time units to finish execution.

Recall that under the lo-criticality mode, all the lo- and
hi-criticality tasks execute at an energy-conserving speed, i.e.,
slo. After a lo- to hi-criticality mode switch, all the lo- and
hi-criticality tasks execute at the maximum processor speed shi.

Deriving Rloi . Based on such assumption and the RTA analysis
in Equation (5), we calculate Rloi for all the lo- and hi-
criticality tasks as follows:

Rloi = Bloi +
Cloi
slo

+
∑

τ j∈hep(i)

Nloj ×
Cloj
slo

(8)

with Bloi and Nloj computed as:

Bloi = max
τk∈lp(i)

(
Clok
slo

)
− 1

Nloj =

Rloi −
Cloi
slo

T j
+ 1

 (9)

Deriving Rhii . Now, we derive Rhii thanks to Equation (6).
Recall that, we do not drop any lo-criticality tasks after a mode
switch. Hence, hephi(i) in Equation (6) needs to be replaced
by hep(i):

Rhii = Bhii +
Chii
shi

+
∑

τ j∈hep(i)

Nhij ×
Chij
shi
, (10)

We derive the blocking time, Bhii , considering two cases.
Case 1. The blocking task, τk, initiates the mode-switch.
Clearly, τk ∈ τhi, and the blocking time becomes:

B(1)
i = max

τk∈lphi(i)

(
clok
slo

+
chik − clok

shi

)
− 1

Case 2. Task τk releases and completes execution at hi-
criticality mode, and the blocking time becomes:

B(2)
i = max

τk∈lp(i)

(
Chik
shi

)
− 1

We calculate Bhii and Nhij as:

Bhii = max(B(1)
i , B(2)

i )

Nhij =

Rhii −
Chii
shi

T j
+ 1

 (11)

Deriving RTR
i . Now, we calculate RTR

i , i.e. the WCRT of a hi-
criticality task τi that faces the mode-switch. Note that, RTR

i
cannot be deduced from the calculation of WCRT during the
stable (lo- or hi-criticality) modes [49]. We instead calculate
the WCRT of a hi-criticality task, τi, by summing the blocking
time, WCET of τi and the worst-case interference from other
tasks with a higher priority than τi. Unlike [3], we do not
drop the lo-criticality tasks after a mode-switch. Hence, the
lo-criticality tasks can contribute to the interference (even after
a mode-switch). We derive the WCRT of a hi-criticality task τi

that faces mode-switch considering two cases, (1) τi initiates
the mode-switch, and (2) any other (hi-criticality) task initiates
the mode-switch. For both these cases, we assume that the
mode-switch happens at time t∗.
Case 1. In this case, τi initiates the mode-switch and once
τi starts execution, it can execute till chii , thanks to the non-
preemptivity. According to the assumption, τi starts execution
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at lo-criticality mode. So, a task τk ∈ lp(i) that blocks τi must
start and finish execution at lo-criticality mode. We calculate
the maximum blocking time B(1)

i as follows:

B(1)
i = max

τk∈lp(i)

(
Clok
slo

)
− 1

Before the mode-switch, τi will execute up to cloi at speed slo,
and after that it will execute at shi. Considering this scenario,
we calculate the task execution time C(1)

i :

C(1)
i =

Cloi
slo

+
Chii −Cloi

shi
(12)

Recall that, τi initiates the mode-switch. Hence, τi can be
interfered by τ j (where τ j ∈ hep(i)) at lo-criticality mode
only. We calculate the maximum interference I(1)

i as follows:

I(1)
i =

∑
τ j∈hep(i)

Rloi −
Cloi
slo

T j
+ 1

 × Cloj
slo

Finally, we calculate the response time R(1)
i :

R(1)
i = B(1)

i + C(1)
i + I(1)

i (13)

Case 2. In this case, any hi-criticality task (other than τi)
initiates the mode-switch. We calculate the maximum blocking
time considering the following three sub-cases:
Sub-case 2.1. The blocking task τk is released at lo-criticality
mode and does not initiate a mode-switch. Recall that:
(i) τi is also released at lo-criticality mode, and
(ii) a hi-criticality task τ j initiates the mode-switch, where
τ j ∈ τ \ {τi, τk}.
From the first assumption and the non-preemptive scheduling
policy, it is not possible for τk to start execution at lo-
criticality mode, while finish at at hi-criticality mode. So, τk

must start and finish execution at lo-criticality mode, Finally,
we calculate the maximum blocking time as follows:

B(2)
i = max

τk∈lp(i)

(
clok
slo

)
− 1

Sub-case 2.2. The blocking task τk is released at lo-criticality
mode and initiates a mode-switch. Clearly, τk ∈ τhi. By the
same reasoning as that for Case 1 (Equation (12)), we calculate
the maximum blocking time as follows:

B(3)
i = max

τk∈lphi(i)

(
clok
slo

+
chik − clok

shi

)
− 1

Sub-case 2.3. The blocking task τk is released at hi-criticality
mode. This case can be discarded, as τk will never block τi.
This is because, τi is released at lo-criticality mode, and will
start execution before τk ∈ lp(i).

To calculate the task execution time, recall that, τi is
released at lo-criticality mode and does not initiate the mode-
switch. Hence, τi can start execution only at the hi-criticality
mode. Otherwise, τi itself invokes a mode-switch or must

finish execution before the mode-switch (due to the non-
preemptivity), which contradicts our assumption. Hence, the
task execution time is:

c(2)
i = chii

As τi starts execution only at the hi-criticality mode, τi can be
interfered by τ j ∈ hep(i) at both lo and hi-criticality modes
(Sub-case 2.1) or only at hi-criticality mode (Sub-case 2.2).
Let, the mode-switch takes place at time t∗. The upper bound
of the interference is then:

I(2)
i =

∑
τ j∈hep(i)

⌊ t∗

T j
+ 1

⌋
×

Cloj
slo


+


RTR

i − t∗ − Chii
shi

T j
+ 1

 × Chij
shi




and the response time R(2)
i :

R(2)
i = max(B(2)

i , B(3)
i ) + C(2)

i + I(2)
i (14)

Considering all the scenarios (i.e., Case 1, Sub-case 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3) described above, we calculate RTR

i as:

RTR
i = max(R(1)

i ,R(2)
i ) (15)

Finally, we conclude that, a task-set τ is schedulable by our
algorithm if it satisfies the following condition:
(i) For each lo-criticality task τi ∈ τ, max(Rloi ,R

hi
i ) ≤ Di, and

(ii) For each hi-criticality task τi ∈ τhi, max(Rloi ,R
hi
i ,R

TR
i ) ≤

Di; where, Rloi , Rhii and RTR
i are calculated using Equation (8),

Equation (10) and Equation (15).

C. Computing the Minimum Speed

The role of the RTA in this paper, as previously described
in Section II-C, is to find the minimum value for slo given
fixed values for the WCETs in lo-criticality mode Cloi , that
are in turn computed from plo→hi. The minimum speed slo
can be computed by inverting Equation (15). However, due to
the complexity of the equation terms (especially due to the
presence of max operators), obtaining a closed-form solution
for min slo is not possible. In addition, the values for slo has
to be in the interval (0, shi) from a theoretical standpoint, but
in a real system this choice is often limited: the hardware
has usually a finite and small number of operating points, i.e.
DVFS possible settings [37], [51]. This justifies the possibility
to explore a finite number of slo values, that produces a near-
optimal solution.

IV. From Probabilistic Execution Time to Average Energy
Consumption

According to the output of the previously described response
time analysis and a fixed priority assignment protocol, it is
possible to build an ordered schedule of m periodic jobs
{J1, J2, ..., Jm} forming a complete hyperperiod. Note that
Ji ∈ {τ j,k} ∀ j, k where τ j,k is the definition of job according
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to Section II-A. The notation change is necessary to highlight
the job position in the overall job schedule. Formally, we also
assume that each job has the same properties of its parent task,
e.g. the WCET Chii of the job Ji is the same value Chik of the
task τk such that Ji = τk, j for some k, j. Because all the jobs are
periodic and the scheduling is fixed-priority non-preemptive,
the job schedule is known at design-time and fixed. This
restriction allows us to perform the following energy analysis.

A. Determining a Mixture Distribution for pET

As part of the minimization problem, we assume in this
section to have selected a system-level probability plo→hi, as
the probability of a hi-criticality job to overruns its Cloi . The
value Cloi is computed with the icdf of the pETi distribution:
Cloi = F−1

Xi
(1 − plo→hi), where Xi is the random variable

of the execution time distributed according to pETi. In the
task model we assumed that pETi, Cloi , and Chii have been
computed for a processor speed of s = 1. According to the
linearity assumption of the execution time with respect to the
processor speed, we define the random variable Xloi as the
execution time in lo-criticality mode of the i-th task. The
probabilistic profile of its execution time is:

pET loi = Tx


 slo

1 − plo→hi

1 − plo→hi


�−1

� pETi

 (16)

where � is the symbol of Hadamard product3 and Hadamard
power4, x is the column number of Cloi in pETi and Tx is
the function that truncated the matrix from 3 × k to 3 × x
by removing the upper part. For lo-criticality tasks, x = k,
thus no truncation occurs. Similarly we define the probabilistic
execution time when the task starts in hi-criticality mode
pET hii and when it starts in lo-criticality but a mode switch
occurs to hi-criticality pET TR

i :

pET hii =

 shi
1
1


�−1

� pETi (17)

pET TR
i = T ′x


 shi

plo→hi

plo→hi


�−1

� pETi +

 K · · · K
0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0


 (18)

where K = Cloi /slo − Cloi , x is the column number of Cloi in
pETi and T ′x is the function that truncated the matrix from
3 × k to 3 × (k − x) columns by removing the lower part. The
pET TR

i represents only the upper-part of the execution time,
i.e. after the transition to hi-criticality mode. This means that
it has already executed for a time period of length Cloi /slo and
the amount of work already completed is Cloi .

Example 2. Given the task of Example 1 and choosing a
HI-mode switch probability plo→hi = 0.05 with slo = 0.5 and

3Each element in the i-th row of the left matrix is multiplied by the i-th
number of the right vector; the output has the size of the matrix.

4Element-wise power operation; the output has the size of the vector.

 starts in
HI-crit mode
��

 starts in
LO-crit mode
��

exceeds
��

�
��

�

does not
exceed

��

�
��

�

�
��
�

1 − �
��
�

1 − �
��→��
�

�
��→��
�

System final mode

HI-criticality

HI-criticality

LO-criticality

Fig. 3: The probabilistic event tree of an hi-criticality job.

shi = 1, the WCET for the lo-criticality mode will be Cloi = 12
and the probabilistic execution time in lo-criticality mode is:

pET lo1 =

 10 14 24
0.11 0.63 0.26
0.11 0.74 1


The probabilistic execution time when the task starts hi-
criticality mode is equivalent to the original distribution be-
cause shi = 1:

pET hi1 = pET1 =

 5 7 12 19 20
0.10 0.60 0.25 0.04 0.01
0.10 0.70 0.95 0.99 1


And the probabilistic execution time after a transition of the
task from lo-criticality to hi-criticality is:

pET TR
1 = pET1 =

 31 32
0.8 0.2
0.8 1


When the transition occurs, the task has already executed 12
amount of work in 24 time units, while 7 and 8 units remain
to be executed in hi-criticality mode, for a total of 31 and 32
units of time. �

Figure 3 depicts the probability tree diagram for a generic
hi-criticality job Ji. In particular, at the beginning of the
execution of the job Ji, the system can be in lo-criticality
mode or in hi-criticality mode, respectively with probability
1 − phii and phii . In the latter case, the job runs in hi-criticality
mode and its execution time is distributed according to the
pET hii distribution. In the first case, the job starts to run in
lo-criticality mode and possibly switches to hi-criticality if it
overruns its Cloi . This happens with the already defined prob-
ability plo→hi universally set for all tasks. The task execution
time is distributed in the lo-criticality part according to the
pET loi distribution, while after mode switch it is distributed
according to the pET TR

i distribution. Consequently, we can
write the probability mass function of the execution time of the
i-th job starting to run in lo-criticality mode as the following
mixture of mass functions:

f lo+hii (x) = (1 − plo→hi) f loi (x) + (plo→hi) f TR
i (x) (19)

where f loi (x) is the pmf of pET loi and f TR
i (x) is the pmf of

pET TR
i . This function includes both the case that Ji exceeds

its threshold and the case that it finishes before it.
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Algorithm 1: Estimation of the probability for a job to
start in hi-criticality mode (phii )

1 phi1 ← 0
2 pETconv ← pET ∗1
3 for j← 2 to i − 1 do

. Compute probability for P(A ∩C)
4 P(A) = phij−1

5 P(A|C) = 1 − F∗j−1

(
a j

∣∣∣⋃k< j(Xk > CPlo
k )

)
6 P(A ∩C) = P(A)P(C|A)

. Compute probability for P(B ∩C)
7 P(B) = P(X j−1 ≥ Cloi−1) = 1 − Floj (Cloj−1)
8 P(C) = P(

∑ j−1
k X j ≥ ai) = 1 − F∗conv(a j)

9 P(B ∩C) = P(B)P(C)
. Update variables

10 phij = P(A ∩C) + P(B ∩C)
11 pETconv ← convolute(pETconv, pET ∗j )
12 end

To characterize the execution time distribution of Ji, we
need to know the probability that the job starts in hi-criticality
mode: phii , which depends on the previously executed jobs. In
particular, since the plo→hi is the same values for all tasks, it
depends on the number of previous hi-criticality jobs and the
probability of incurring in idle time (that would switch back
the system mode to lo-criticality). Informally, the probability
phii can be written as:

phii = P[(A ∪ B) ∩C] (20)

where the following events have been considered:
• A : Ji−1 starts in hi-criticality mode
• B : Ji−1 exceeds Cloi−1
• C : system not idle after Ji−1

The events are not independent, but the probability phii can
be computed incrementally as follows. Equation (20) can be
rewritten as phii = P(A ∩ C) + P(B ∩ C), as the events A and
B are disjoint (consequently, the probability of the union of
events is the sum of their probability). P(B) is always 0 if the
job is belonging to a lo-criticality task. The computation of
phii is showed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts with the
fact (line 1) that the first job would run in lo-criticality mode
(any hi-criticality mode is reset to lo-criticality at the end
of the hyperperiod). From this, it is possible to compute the
pET lo+hi thanks to Equation (19) and consequently compute
the cdf needed for P(A|C) (line 5). Then, P(B ∩ C) can be
easily computed as B and C are independent: the execution
time of each job is independent with the previous ones. To
compute C we need the distribution of the sum of execution
time, that is incrementally built using the convolution operator
(line 11).

Once the value phii is recursively computed, we can com-
pute the final mixture of probability mass distribution of the
execution time of the job Ji that takes in account any system
mode conditions and switches:

f ∗i (x) = (1 − phii ) f lo+hii (x) + phii f hii (x) (21)

B. Average Energy Consumption

In our assumptions, the energy consumption of a job is
a function ε(x, s), where x is the execution time and s
the processor speed. This function can be either linear or
superlinear (which is the case for almost all existing energy
models). To compute the average energy from the probabilistic
information, it is sufficient to apply the energy function to each
element of the first rows of pET loi , pET hii , and pET TR

i , with
respectively s = slo for the first and s = shi for the last twos,
obtaining 3 new probabilistic energy profiles pECloi , pEChii ,
and pECTR

i . The energy analysis is performed by recomputing
Equation (19) and Equation (21) using the new matrices pEC·i.
Consequently, the final f ∗i (x) function becomes the statistical
distribution of energy. From this distribution we can compute
the expected value of the energy E[ε] =

∑
x · f ∗i (x) that is, in

turn, used as optimization cost function in Equation (3).
The computational complexity of the energy analysis is

mainly dominated by the convolution operator in line 11 of
Algorithm 1. The perfect convolution has exponential com-
plexity, however, state-of-the-art approximated solutions exist
with complexity O(m log m) where m is the number of columns
of the previous pET matrices. Algorithm 1 is executed for
each job, so the overall complexity is O(n ·m log m), where n
is the number of jobs. Even if the value of n is not necessarily
small, the analysis is performed at design-time, it has no
overhead at run-time, and the scheduler is very simple.

C. A Complete Example

To better clarify the whole probabilistic algorithm, we
describe in this Subsection a toy, but complete, example. Let us
consider a simple task-set composed of one hi-criticality task
and two lo-criticality tasks τ̄ = {τ1, τ2, τ3} with the following
characteristics:

τ1 = (15,Clo1 , 6, pET1, hi)
τ2 = (30, 5, //, pET2, lo)
τ3 = (30, 3, //, pET3, lo)

and the following probabilistic profiles5:

pET1 =

 3 6
0.95 0.05
0.95 1

 , pET2 =

 2 5
0.95 0.05
0.95 1


pET3 =

 1 3
0.95 0.05
0.95 1


We set plo→hi = 0.05 and shi = 1. We compute the lo-criticality
WCETs for the hi-criticality task: Clo1 = 3. The minimum
speed computed according to Section III is slo = 0.7. Then,
we obtain – similarly to Example 2 – the three probabilistic
profiles in lo-criticality mode:

pET lo1 =


30/7
1
1

 , pET lo2 =


20/7 50/7

0.95 0.05
0.95 1


5Please note that this is an abuse of notation for pETi, because its suffix i

refers to the job and not to the task. However, as subsequently presented, the
first three jobs J1, J2, J3 correspond to the three tasks τ1, τ2, τ3.
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pET lo3 =


10/7 30/7

0.95 0.05
0.95 1


Since shi = 1, the hi-criticality profiles are equivalent to the
original ones: pET hii = pETi. Regarding the probabilistic
profile for transitions, it is defined for the hi-criticality task
only (because lo-criticality tasks cannot generate a mode
switch):

pET TR
1 =

 6 + 30/7 − 3
1
1

 =


51/7
1
1


We consider a Rate Monotonic scheduler with hyperperiod
H = 30. The schedule is then: {J1, J2, J3, J4} ∈ {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ1}.
The Algorithm 1 can now be used to obtain the final proba-
bilistic time profile. The simplicity of the example allows us
to explain step-by-step the solution:

1) phi1 = 0: the first job starts for sure in lo-mode
2) phi2 = plo→hi: referring to Equation (20), the event B is

not possible because J2 belongs to a lo-criticality task;
C is always verified because the arrival times of J2 and
J3 are the same and the scheduler is work conserving

3) phi3 = plo→hi: the considerations of the previous step are
valid also for J3

4) phi4 = 0.000125, as subsequently explained

To compute phi4 we should have computed the pET ∗ and then
the convolution of them, to obtain the probability P(C), i.e.
there is no idle time after J3. For the sake of this example,
this probability could be easily computed by the following
reasoning: J4 can start in hi-mode only if J1 switched to hi-
mode (with probability 0.05) and there is no idle time after
J3. This happens when both J2 and J3 runs until their WCET
5 and 3: the probability of this event is 0.05 · 0.05 = 0.0025.
Then, phi4 = 0.05·0.0025 = 0.000125. Assuming, for simplicity,
that ε(x, s) = x, we compute the average energy per job:

E1[·] =
∑

x

x(0.95 f lo1 (x) + 0.05 f TR
1 (x))

E2[·] =
∑

x

x(0.95 f lo2 (x) + 0.05 f hi2 (x))

E3[·] =
∑

x

x(0.95 f lo3 (x) + 0.05 f hi3 (x))

f lo+hi4 (x) = 0.95 f lo4 (x) + 0.05 f TR
4 (x)

E4[·] =
∑

x

x
[
(1 − 0.000125) f lo+hi4 (x) + 0.000125 f hi4 (x)

]
For example, the first term is computed as:

E1[·] = 30/7(0.95 · 1 + 0.05 · 0) + 51/7(0.95 · 0 + 0.05 · 1) = 4.44

The total average energy is then the sum of the individual
energy components:

E[ε] = E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 = 4.44 + 3.02 + 1.54 + 4.39 = 13.39
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Fig. 4: Schedulability ratio based on the RTA (see Section
III-B) with a different slo values. In this experiment, we use the
following fixed parameters: [Ud,Uu] = [0.02, 0.2];[Td,Tu] =

[5, 50];[Zd,Zu] = [1, 4]; P = 0.5.

V. Evaluation Results
In this section, we report the evaluation result of our

algorithm. In Subsection V-A, we report the schedulability
ratio, i.e., the ratio of scheduled task-sets over the total number
of task-sets, of our algorithm for fixed values of slo. Subsection
V-B, instead, describes the energy analysis. It shows the
benefit on energy consumption of introducing probabilistic
information and the choice of plo→hi and slo. To simplify
the experimental evaluation, without loosing generality, we
considered shi = 1, i.e. the maximum achievable speed in hi-
criticality mode is set at the maximum processor speed.

A. Schedulability Ratio

In this section, we report the performance of our algorithm
w.r.t. the schedulability ratio. We conduct the experiments
on a randomly generated task-set, and use the workload
generation model proposed in [24]. We use the following input
specifications to generate the workload:
• Ubound: the upper bound of the system utilization.
• [Td,Tu]: the range of the minimum inter-arrival period of

a task ,i.e., 0 < Td ≤ Ti ≤ Tu.
• [Ud,Uu]: the range of the utilization ui (of τi). We use ui

to obtain execution time of τi in the lo-criticality mode,
i.e., ∀τi∈τ : Cloi = ui × Ti,where, 0 < Ud ≤ ui ≤ Uu ≤ 1.

• [Zd,Zu]: the range of the ratio of hi and lo-criticality
WCET, here 1 ≤ Zd ≤ Zu.

• P: the probability of being a hi-criticality task.
In these experiments, we computed the schedulability ratio

of our scheduling algorithm for different values of slo (ranging
from [0.5,0.9]) and Ubound (ranging from [0.4,1.0]). Figure 4
and Figure 5 report that the schedulability ratio (for any slo
value) decreases with the increase in system utilization, which
matches with our RTA. Most of all task-sets are schedulable
when Ubound is lower than 0.5, while most of the task-sets
become not schedulable when utilization approaches 1. In
this experiment, the selection of slo does not depend on the
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Fig. 5: Schedulability ratio based on the RTA with a different
slo values. In this settings, we use [Zd,Zu] = [1, 8], while other
parameters remain same as Figure 4.

task-set itself but it has been fixed at different levels. This
reduces the schedulability ratio, but it is implicitly solved
by the inner optimization problem. As presented in the next
subsection, the optimization problem helps also in improving
the scheduling ratio, by selecting the best value for slo that
guarantees schedulability.

B. Energy Optimization

Simulation parameters. In order to perform the simulation,
we selected the NXP i.MX6 SABRE board, for which the
energy function and the relation voltage-frequency is known
[37]. The speed is assumed proportional to the frequency6 (see
Section II-A). The considered energy function is:

ε(x, s) = x
(
aC · V2 f + Pleak

)
aC = 3.4 · 10−10, Pleak = 0.052

V2 f =

(
0.95 + 0.0005

f − 396 · 106

106

)2

· f

where f is the frequency computed as f = s·max freq, aC has
been experimentally obtained, V2 f comes from [37] and Pleak
has been taken from the SoC datasheet. The selected values
for exploration are plo→hi ∈ [0.01; 0.50] and slo ∈ [0.5; 0.9].
The considered fixed priority assignment algorithm is Rate
Monotonic (RM).
Results. Figure 6 depict the exploration of 10 random task-sets
by varying plo→hi, i.e. the results of the external optimization
algorithm. Figure 6a refers to a total utilization of U = 0.25
and Figure 6b refers to a total utilization of U = 0.50. The
figures show the schedulability and the amount of energy saved
with respect to the minimum energy consumption of each
dataset. When utilization is low, the task-sets are schedulable
for any value of plo→hi (with only one exception for task-set 1).

6This is not necessarily true in architectures with variable timing instruc-
tions. However, in this case, the workload would play a key role in the
definition of the energy function, as also in the WCET analysis. In any case,
the presence of variable instructions timing would not invalidate our analysis,
but it would add excessive verbosity without adding any innovative content.

(a) U = 0.25

(b) U = 0.50

Fig. 6: Energy of the 10 datasets analyzed with our framework,
depicted by the energy loss percentage w.r.t. the minimum
found for each dataset. The (plo→hi, slo) couples with the
minimal energy consumption are showed on the right columns.

Instead, when the utilization increases, it is possible to notice
that plo→hi represents a critical choice to the schedulability:
the schedulability for U = 0.50 increases to 90% compared
to the range of 50%-70% from Figure 4 and 5. The choice
of plo→hi, as expected, also impacts on energy optimization.
The optimization function is clearly non-convex and numerical
methods are necessary. Some choices of plo→hi are very far
from the optimal, for example, dataset 1 in the U = 0.25 case,
the value plo→hi = 0.24 leads to a energy consumption value
1.79x times larger than the optimal value at plo→hi = 0.4.
For other task-sets, like 6-9 in Figure 6a, the saved energy is
instead small. No direct relationship can be derived w.r.t. the
slo value: increasing utilization requires a larger slo, but no
general conclusions can be drawn for a fixed utilization value.

Similarly to the previous experiments, we run a simulation
with 2500 task-sets by varying the utilization in the range
(0, 1]. The analysis carries out the optimal value for plo→hi

that corresponds to the minimal energy. Then, this value
is compared to the baseline of randomly select plo→hi. The
improvements on energy consumption corresponds to 10.0%
on average and 46.4% on maximum energy saved values.
Lesson learnt. Previous works usually assumed given the
value of lo-criticality WCET Cloi , or fixed to a given propor-
tion of the hi-criticality WCET. However, when energy plays
a role in the analysis, that choice is critical to reach the op-
timality. This is especially evident when DVFS mechanism is
used to reduce the power consumption during the lo-criticality
mode of the system, because the choice of slo impacts on both
schedulability and energy consumption. Choosing these values
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to optimize the energy for the average-case (the most common)
is non-trivial. Our approach optimized the energy consumption
by selecting the best value for plo→hi, and consequently the
value of Cloi , and the best value of slo, obtaining a significant
value of saved energy.

VI. RelatedWork
To date, a significant amount of works studied the energy

minimization scheduling technique considering both the paral-
lel and sequential real-time tasks, in a non-MC platform, few
to mention [11], [12], [15], [17], [26]–[28], [41]. On the other
hand, extensive research has been done on real-time scheduling
of the MC task model considering both the sequential and
parallel workload model (e.g., [4]–[6], [14], [20], [29], [34]),
without considering the energy-awareness.

The majority of the above-mentioned works considered the
EDF-VD scheduling policy, while Lee et al. [33] proposed
the MC-Fluid model. In this model, each task receives a share
(dependant on its criticality level) of the available resources.
They also proposed MCDP-Fair, an implementable (on a real
hardware platform) variant of the MC-Fluid. Considering the
dual-criticality platform, Baruah et al. [8] proposed MCF,
which provided an improved speedup bound of no greater than
1.33. However, all these above-mentioned models received
criticism (from Ernst et al. [21] and Esper et al. [22]) of being
impractical and unable to maintain the run-time robustness.
Also, a vast majority of the existing works have another
limitation, upon a system mode-switch, no service guarantee is
provided to any of the lo-criticality tasks [9], [10], [16], [21],
[25]. Some recent works [7], [32], [36] proposed the imprecise
mixed-criticality (IMC) model, that provides degraded service
to the lo-criticality tasks even after a mode-switch.

Little work has been done [30], [40], [42] that considered
both energy awareness and MC scheduling. All these papers
assumed that all lo-criticality tasks are dropped after a mode-
switch. The recent work in [13] proposed the technique to
provide a full-service guarantee to all lo-criticality tasks (even
after a mode switch) and most related to this work. However,
it is also based on the pessimistic assumption that all the tasks
will execute up to their WCET (at the corresponding system
criticality level) and did not consider the probabilistic infor-
mation to derive the lo-criticality execution time thresholds.

VII. Conclusion
The traditional MC model is criticized as it provides no

service guarantee to the lo-criticality tasks in hi-criticality
mode. Some recent efforts have been made to fully or partially
accommodate lo-criticality tasks after a system mode-switch,
but made a pessimistic assumption that all the tasks execute
up to their WCET, at their respective criticality levels. In
this work, we consider the precise scheduling of MC tasks
and integrate the probabilistic based prediction strategy (of
the task execution time) and the DVFS scheme to minimize
energy consumption. To our knowledge, no work considers
the probabilistic based prediction strategy to minimize energy
consumption in an MC platform. We propose the response time
analysis of our algorithm under a fixed priority non-preemptive

scheduler. We also evaluate our algorithm via simulation on
randomly generated workloads and report energy saving up
to 46% with respect to the pessimistic choice of lo-criticality
WCET commonly made by previous works.
Applicability to real systems. Despite this paper is highly the-
oretical, the deployment of this approach is straightforward. In
fact, both scheduling and probabilistic analyses are performed
offline and a well-known fixed-priority scheduler is used at
run-time, minimizing the impact on software development
and integration. The probabilistic profiles are obtained by
measuring the execution time of the tasks directly on the real
platform, while the WCET is computed with a state-of-the-
art static timing analysis tool. Even if our analysis does not
take into account scheduling and DVFS-change overheads, the
number of frequency changes is upper-bounded to only one
time per hi-criticality job. Assuming that the overheads are
small compared to the execution time of the tasks, they can
be simply added to the tasks WCET, without a significant
impact on the solution optimality.
Future works. This work may trigger several future research
directions. Here, we restrict our attention to the uniprocessor
platform and dual-criticality levels. We plan to extend our
work to adopt the multi-processor platform and to consider
multi-criticality levels. Another research direction includes
the study of how to apply the analysis to variable priority
and/or preemptive schedulers, e.g., Earliest Deadline First.
This may include an on-board implementation of our algorithm
to measure the actual energy savings and to study online
reactive algorithms. Such algorithms can potentially tune the
scheduling parameters at run-time in order to reach the optimal
energy consumption even in the case when external factors
modify the initial assumptions.
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